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Non-Technical Summary 
 

This document is the final report on the results of an archaeological excavation 
conducted on the site of Cabin Hill Farm, a 19th century farmhouse situated at the 
southern end of  St. Lukes Church Road, Formby, Merseyside. The project was 
undertaken as a community archaeology event in partnership with the Sefton Coast 
Landscape Partnership. 
 
The site is located to the south-west of Formby in an area of woodland and sand 
dunes. Map and census evidence suggests that the farmhouse was constructed 
sometime between 1850 -1861 as a single storey thatched cottage in longhouse 
form. 
 
In the early 20th century Cabin Hill was occupied by Joseph Formby who is believed 
to have farmed asparagus in nearby fields until the late 1930s. The area was heavily 
militarized during World War II and it is likely that this was when the farm was 
abandoned. The site fell into decay after the war but was periodically occupied by the 
homeless. It is shown partially roofless on a sketch drawn in 1959 and was finally 
demolished in c. 1980.  
 
The excavation found that at the northern end of the house the foundations and 
internal floors to the northernmost rooms survive.  The floors were constructed in a 
range of material s including tile, cast concrete and concrete flags.  The chimney 
stack was constructed in brick and retained evidence for the hearth.  The layout of 
floor surfaces suggests that the area north of the stack was sub-divided into at least 
two rooms, possibly a kitchen and a pantry.   The external walls appear to have been 
relatively insubstantial consisting of cement render over a timber frame clad in 
horizontally laid wooden cladding. Subsequent excavation showed that the rooms to 
the west of the stack were less well preserved, though areas of flooring did survive.  
 
There was some evidence which suggests that the existing building may have been 
built over earlier foundations, possibly dating to the 17th/18th centuries. Five 
sandstone padstones with cut rectangular sockets, for upright timbers, were 
uncovered below an existing timber surface indicating possible foundations to an 
earlier structure. 
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1 

An Archaeological Excavation at  
Cabin Hill, Formby, Sefton. 

Site Code 125 
Final Report 

 
 
1. Introduction 
 
This report describes the results of an archaeological excavation conducted on the 
site at Cabin Hill, a 19th century farmhouse situated on St. Luke’s Church Road, 
Formby, Merseyside. It is an update of the original report (Ahmad and Adams 2013) 
which covered only the four trenches excavated in the first phase.  
 
The project was undertaken as a community archaeology event for the Sefton Coast 
Landscape Partnership.  
 
The cooperation of the landowner, Natural England, in agreeing to allow access for 
this project is gratefully acknowledged. 
 
2. The Site 
 
The site is located at NGR SD 285 052 (centred) to the south-west of Formby, 
Sefton, in an area of woodland on the eastern fringes of the coastal dune belt (Fig. 
1). The surrounding environs consist of farmland to the north and east and Altcar 
Rifle Range to the south.  
 
The underlying geology consists of drift deposits of wind blown dune sand over 
glacial till.  
 
3. Methodology 
 
Fieldwork was undertaken on 25 - 30 April 2013 and 11 – 14 September 2013. 
.   .  
A full Project Design was not produced for this project which was conducted as a 
Community Archaeology project under the wider Sefton Coast Landscape 
Partnership (SCLP). Outline methodologies were produced as part of the original 
planning of the Community Archaeology project.  
 
All excavation was by hand and was restricted to exposing in situ walls and floors. 
 
The principal aim of the excavation was to allow amateur access to archaeological 
fieldwork and to provide training in basic archaeological methods. 
 
The principal archaeological aim was to determine the construction sequence of the 
house. 
 
In addition it was intended to record the internal layout of the building and 
surrounding garden features. 
 
No spot heights were taking during the planning phase of excavation due to the 
absence of a nearby bench mark. 
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The excavation was project managed by Mark Adams, assisted by site supervisor 
Clare Ahmad from Archaeological Services National Museums Liverpool (ASNML, 
formerly National Museums Liverpool Field Archaeology Unit). 
 
Will Moody and Fiona Sunners from Sefton Coast Landscape Partnership provided 
support along with Alison Burns, Joanne Chamberlain and Margaret Connor. 
 
Volunteers were Rachel Backshall, Chloe Ball, Sarah Banks, Meg Blanchard, Lee 
Bretherton, Jude Campbell, Matthew Carver, Alan Cooper, Dave Cox, Ann Cox, 
Dawn Dixon, Denise Dutton, Stewart Eccles, Denise Franklin, Ian Fyles, Ged 
Gallagher, Peter Gorman, Martin Horton, Carl Hewitt, Alexandra Keating, Andrew 
Kemp, Elaine Langley, Alex Livesley, Richard Hayden, Laurel Maguire, Peter 
Maguire, Lynn Moran, Joanna Munro, Sue Munro, Suzanne Price, Mike Rothwell, 
Christine Settle, John Settle, Susan Smith, Andrew Stockell, Linda Stubbs, Joanne 
Swift, Karen Taylor, Irene Rawcliffe, Tracy Whitehead, Aaron Whitehead Liz 
Williams, Ronny Williams and Trevor Williets. 
 
Apologies to anyone omitted, any omissions or mistakes are the author’s. 
 
In addition to those taking part directly the excavation was visited by many local 
people, some of whom remembered the farmhouse and previous occupants. Pupils 
from a local primary school also attended a session aimed to provide them with an 
opportunity to participate directly. 
 
4. Archaeological and Historical Background 
 
No desk-study was conducted for this project; the following notes were compiled from 
readily available published documentary sources, historic images and maps. 
 
The site is located in an area of sand dunes stabilised by the planting of trees in the 
19th century. It lies on the south-western fringes of the modern town of Formby and 
mapping from the late 18th to mid 19th century shows the site as sand dunes whose 
only economic use was as rabbit warrens and asparagus farming.  
 
There is documentary evidence that the site lies on or close to the site of Old 
Formby, the precursor to the modern town, which was overwhelmed by sand dunes 
in the Late Medieval to early Post-Medieval period. The placename suggests that 
the settlement had Norse origins, though earlier activity cannot be ruled out. 
Evidence from leases, indentures and a map drawn in the mid-16th century suggests 
that the village was centred in the area to the south and west of the modern church of 
St Luke’s which would place it broadly in the area around Alexandra Road and 
Albert Road, though its precise nature and extent remains poorly understood. 
 
However, any deposits relating to these earlier periods is probably deeply buried 
below deposits of wind blown sand and were unlikely to be exposed by the present 
fieldwork. 
 
The enclosure surrounding the site is shown on the 1st Edition OS 6 inch to the mile 
sheet, surveyed 1845 – 6, published 1848, although no buildings are shown (Fig. 2) 
and it does not appear on the Formby Tithe Map of 1850. The later 1st Edition 25 
inch to the mile OS sheet, surveyed 1892 and published 1893 clearly shows the 
farmhouse and associated outbuildings (Fig. 3) and this remained largely unchanged 
until the site was abandoned. 
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The earliest evidence for occupation at the site is the census return for 1861 which 
lists the occupants of Cabin Hill Cottage as ‘Mary Formby, aged 64, Farmer of 5 
acres, together with unmarried daughter, (aged not legible), Mary Formby's son aged 
42, labourer, his wife Sarah aged 34, grandson, John, aged 4, granddaughter Jane 
aged four, grand son Joseph, age 2, and that another granddaughter Margaret 
Sidon, aged 15’ (R. Yorke pers. Comm.).  
 
The Formby’s continued to occupy the site until at least c. 1900 -1910 when the 
photograph in Fig. 4 was taken.  This shows the then occupiers of the house, Joseph 
Formby, a woman presumed to be his wife, and a child.  The house is a rendered 
single storey ‘long-house’ form with a chimney stack at the northern end and what 
appears to be a thatched roof.  There are two doors, one at the north end, one to the 
south and it is possible that the unheated southern end was used as a barn or byre. 
 
The site was visited during the excavation by Mr Formby the owner of the photograph 
used in Fig. 4. His father had taken over the farm during the late 1940s and 
continued to occupy the site into at least the late 1950s because the rent on the farm 
was so low. He was very clear that the site had not been abandoned because of 
WW2 but because of the sand extraction had destroyed the asparagus fields around 
Cabin Hill. 
 
He remembered that the western rooms were used as bedrooms but was unsure 
about the use of the eastern end, but agreed that it was probably the kitchen. 
However, he was clear that the main living room was in a separate brick structure 
south of the farmhouse. This apparently contained a ‘range’ used as a cooker. 
 
Mr Formby also remembered a door through the wall represented by the padstones 
to the bedrooms to the west. The tiled floor may have been carpeted.  
 
During World War II the area around the farm became heavily militarised. The farm 
lay on or close to a 'Starfish' decoy site used to divert bombers from Liverpool's 
Docks. A sketch by Murial Sibley in 1959 (Fig. 5) suggests the farm had been 
abandoned around this time as it shows the eastern end cottage roofless.  A pump in 
the foreground is likely to be for water and a roofed structure is shown in the 
foreground.  However, it is difficult to reconcile the perspective of this drawing with 
that of the photograph in Fig. 4 and it is possible that this is a composite view. 
 
5. Results of the Excavation 
 
The locations of trenches are given in Fig. 5 though deposits are only referenced to 
trenches for the purposes of location. 
 
Trenches I & IV directly abutted each other and are shown on Fig. 7 as a single 
entity. 
 
Trench I/IV 
 
Trenches I and IV were excavated separately but were adjacent and with contiguous 
deposits so are described together.  In total the excavated area measured c. 13.00 m 
by 5.50 m and was situated at the eastern end of the cottage.  
 
 
A c. 0.15 – 0.30m deep deposit of topsoil mixed with demolition debris consisting of a 
compacted mix of brown, humic sandy loam containing late 19th/20th century brick 
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rubble, glass bottles, jars, pottery and other modern debris (contexts 1, 28, 29 and 
31) covered the interior of the building but did not spread outside its walls. Context 
2/29 lay outside the building and was an accumulation of compacted mid-brown, 
humic sandy loam topsoil. 
 
A number of internal floor surfaces and a complex of brick wall features were 
exposed after the removal of context 1 (Plate 1). 
 
The walls of the east end of the farmhouse consisted of contexts 6, 7, 8, 38 and 39.  
Context 6 consisted of the stub of a portland cement wall with occasional half bricks.  
The cement was in fact a render which retained the impressions of the wall’s timber 
framework which had decayed away.  The timbers had been laid horizontally and 
measured c. 1.25 m (length) by 0.07m (thick) (Plate 2). It was not clear if the timber 
was just cladding or part of a frame. The in situ render of context 6 measured 3.60 m 
(length) by 0.36 m (height) by 0.06 m (thick). Context 7 butted wall 6 and was of a 
similar construction and measured 4.50 m (length) by 0.32 m (width) by 0.20 m 
(height). The northern wall context 8 butted wall 7 and was constructed using the 
same materials. It measured 5.00 m (east to west) by 0.20 – 0.35 m (width, widening 
to the east.  
 
The best preserved structural feature was the base of a brick chimney stack with the 
remnants of an in situ cast iron fireplace and a tiled hearth (contexts 17, 19 and 12) 
(Plate 3).  The partial base of a cast iron fireplace context 12 was still attached to the 
base of the stack and measured 0.26 m width by 0.02 m thick. Immediately behind 
context 12 lay a hearth context 17 consisting of fine grained sandstone and black 
tiles measuring a total area of 0.87 m (length) by 0.60 m (width). 
 
A concrete floor context 3 was exposed in the south-east corner of the building and 
measured 2.65 m (east – west) by 2.57 m (north to south). The concrete slab had 
been cast in two sections, the outer section showing traces of red paint, and was 
probably laid as a kitchen floor. 
 
A gap in the southern wall corresponds with the entrance visible to the right of the 
building on Fig. 4.  
 
Four dimpled concrete flags and concrete surface, context 9, were present at the 
north-east corner of the building measuring 0.61 m² by 0.04 m depth, bonded with 
portland cement. This was the floor to a small room and due to the cooler location on 
the north side of the building was possibly used as the pantry area.  
 
Another area of concrete and a concrete flag, context 10, lay c. 1.60 m to the west of 
context 9 and measured in total 0.98 m by 0.88 m by 0.04 m depth. The concrete flag 
was of a standard size 0.61 m² by 44 mm depth. 
 
The base of a slight timber and plaster partition wall survived between concrete floor 
surfaces 3 and 9. Context 16 consisted of loose, mid-brown, sandy soil mixed with 
45% decayed timber and 45% lime plaster measuring 2.00 m (east to west) by 0.15 
m width. This probably divided the ‘kitchen’ from the ‘pantry’. 
 
Lying between contexts 9 and 10 was the partially decaying remains of a timber floor 
surface, context 11, which showed traces of red paint surviving at the western end 
possibly relating to context 10. The area exposed measured 2.48 m (east to west) by 
1.90 m (north to south) with surviving timber planks measuring up to 0.23 m across. 
A large tree root was observed running north-west – south-east through context 11.  
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Another section of timber floor context 15 lay adjacent to the southern entrance. The 
surface consisted of a mix of humic matter and timber planks up to 0.17 m across. 
The area exposed measured 1.70 m by 1.33 m and traces of red paint were visible. 
Later excavation showed the timbers ran below 3 the concrete floor surface context 
and was therefore of earlier date. 
 
Outside the house, below context 2, lay the remnants of modern red lino context 20 
which had been laid as a path to the eastern door of the building. This overlay, and 
partially obscured, a concrete slab context 21 which showed traces of faded red paint 
on the upper surface. The slab measured c. 1.27 m (length) by 0.97 m and had a 
visible depth of between 40 – 70 mm. 
 
Immediately east of contexts 20 and 21, and also lying directly below context 2, was 
a red brick garden path, context 24, running east to west, parallel to the south wall 
context 6 (Plate 4). The path was not fully exposed and appeared to continue into the 
eastern trench section. The path measured 4.05 m (length) by 0.87 – 1.01 m (width) 
and consisted of a single layer of bedded bricks. The handmade bricks measured on 
average 0.22 m by 0.10 m. The path was edged with a line of quarry tiles and bricks 
to the north and south contexts 22 and 23. The tiles were laid on edge to form a kerb 
and ran in an east to west alignment. Context 22 to the south side ran the full 
exposed length of the path and had remained more intact than context 23 to the 
north where only two tiles and four bricks in total lay at either end of context 24.  
 
Context 29, a layer of topsoil, covered the continuation of a laid path (context 32) of 
brick and stone slabs on the southern side of the house. The path was c. 1 m wide, 
aligned east – west and was exposed for a length of over 5m in length. It was edged 
with timber to the south and red quarry tiles to the north. A 0.75 m section of brick 
path (context 33) was exposed butting context 32 at a 90º angle, running southwards 
towards a well at c. 4m distance (Fig. 7 & Plate 9). 
 
The remnants of a flower bed (context 34), immediately adjacent to the northern 
edge of the path, ran for its full length and was 0.90 m wide. A 1919 copper alloy 
ha’penny was found at the far western end of 34 during cleaning. 
 
The concrete slab and timber floor surfaces (contexts 9 and 11) in the 'pantry' area 
were lifted revealing three pad stones, measuring between 0.26 – 0.40 m (length) by 
0.16 – 0.22 m (width),  positioned within the natural dune sands context 26 (Plate 5). 
The remnants of two floor timbers running east – west were also observed in close 
proximity to the western pad stones. The padstones were in a medium grained mid-
yellow sandstone and had sockets cut within the upper surface measuring on 
average 70 mm x 40 mm x 25 mm deep for timber posts. Three more padstones 
were almost immediately found when a silty sand infill, context 18, was excavated 
between the south wall context 6 and concrete floor slab context 3. Their position in 
relation to the marks of posts in the cement render showed that that end of the 
cottage had been rebuilt (Plate 6).  
 
The stones were probably needed because posts set into conventional post-holes 
would probably have shifted in the soft sands. A number of sherds of early 19th 
century pottery and a brass button were also recovered below the floor surfaces. 
 
To the west of the chimney stack the remnants of a quarry tiled floor (context 40), 
was exposed after the excavation of 28. Approximately one third of the tiled surface 
had survived on the eastern side due to the presence of a large tree stump and thick 
matting of roots which had largely obscured this area. The remaining floor area to the 
west had presumably been robbed out. The tiles were laid out in a diamond pattern 
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of dark grey and red and were bonded with portland cement. The tiles on average 
measured 0.23 m² by c. 0.10 m depth (Fig. 7 & Plate 10). 
 
There were a number of in situ triangular fragments of quarry tile set in mortar 
located against both the southern and northern walls indicating that the floor had 
covered the full extent of the house within of Trench IV. 
 
The west facing fireplace (context 42) was exposed along with a stone slab hearth 
context 41 overlaid by an enamelled steel sheet decorated with a vivid green and 
white chequered pattern surrounded by a repeated fleur de lis design (Plate 11). The 
function of a small recess to its south (context 13) was not clear. 
 
Six sandstone padstones (contexts 36, 37 and 43) with cut rectangular sockets, 
presumably for upright timbers, were also sealed by topsoil 28 but had presumably 
been originally beneath the tiled floor. Four of the padstones (context 36) were 
aligned north - south towards the centre of Trench IV and were evenly spaced 
between at c. 0.50 - 0.60m apart. These were probably the foundations for a dividing 
interior wall. A further two padstones (context 37) were identified below wall 38, 
0.50m apart, and were probably contemporary with 38 (Plate 12). One other 
padstone context 43 was exposed at the porch entrance to the farmhouse on the 
western side and was also socketed. This padstone was partially obscured by a tree 
root and measured c. 0.50m by 0.28m. As in Trench I, these padstones may relate to 
the foundations of an earlier structure. 
 
Trench II 
 
Trench II measured 2.00 m x 1.00 m reaching a maximum depth of c. 0.60 m and 
was located across the eastern bank of the site boundary (Plate 7). Topsoil was 
removed to a depth of c. 0.10 m below which lay loose grey/yellow sand and a rotted 
fence post in situ. One fragment of modern brick and an iron nail were found but not 
kept. 
 
No further excavation was carried out and no significant finds were recovered. 
 
Trench III 
 
Trench III measured 1.5 m² reaching a maximum depth of c. 0.60 m and was aimed 
at locating an outbuilding south of the farmhouse (Plate 8). The only deposit present 
was pale grey, heavily rooted sands, context 25/27, containing 19th/20th century 
pottery, ironwork and one granite sett. 
 
No further excavation was carried out and no significant finds were recovered. 
 
6. Finds  
 
The vast majority of the finds consisted of fragments of architectural ironmongery and 
20th century debris typical of abandoned demolition sites and will not be reported 
upon in detail. All finds were discarded after assessment. 
 
7. Conclusions 
 
Given the house’s insubstantial construction, the below ground deposits at Cabin Hill 
are relatively well preserved.  The finds and structural evidence is broadly consistent 
with the census and map evidence which suggests a construction date of c. 1850-
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1860. However, the cottage had been built to a ‘longhouse’ plan which in the 
absence of the map evidence would imply a much earlier construction date, possibly 
pre-1750. 
 
In general the cottage was flimsily constructed with walls no more than 0.25 m in 
thickness constructed using timber scantling clad with cement render on the exterior.  
The nature of the internal surfaces could not be determined.  In essence this form of 
construction is based upon the wattle and daub construction found in medieval and 
earlier buildings, and the dating evidence suggests that this was one of the last 
buildings constructed in Formby using this technique. 
 
The post-pads for vertical timber posts found below the late 19th/early 20th century 
floor levels hint at an earlier phase of occupation and it is conceivable that this pre-
dates the building shown on OS mapping, there is evidence elsewhere in Formby for 
the reoccupation of earlier sites and Cabin Hill may follow this pattern. The most 
likely scenario is that Cabin Hill was one of the last of this type of building to have 
been constructed in the region.  
 
8. Recommendations for Additional Work 
 
No further fieldwork or assessment is required. 
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10. Figures 
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Fig. 1. Site Location.  Not to scale. Contains Ordnance Survey data © Crown copyright and database right 

2015. 
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Fig. 2. Part of the 1st Edition OS 6 inch to the mile sheet surveyed 1845 – 6, published 1848, 
showing site location. Not to scale. 
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Fig. 3. Part of the 1st Edition 25 inch to the mile OS sheet surveyed 1892, published 1893, showing 
plan of Cabin Hill farmhouse and associated outbuildings. Not to scale.
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Fig. 4. Cabin Hill farmhouse c. 1900. From the south. (Photograph supplied by Mrs Towse). 
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Fig. 5. Sketch of Cabin Hill farmhouse by Muriel Sibley, 1959. From the south-east. (Image supplied by Formby Civic Society) 
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Fig. 6. Trench Locations.  
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Fig. 7. Features in Trench I/IV. 
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11. Plates 
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Plate 1. Trench I.  Area of excavation after the removal of context 1 showing internal 
floor surfaces and brick chimney stack foundation to the eastern end of the 
farmhouse. From the east. 
 

 
 
Plate 2. Trench I.  Interior of the southern wall to farmhouse (context 6) showing 
timber impressions in render.  From the north. 
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Plate 3.  Trench I.  Detail shot of chimney stack foundation showing remains of cast 
iron fire place and hearth.  From the north-east. 
 

 
 
Plate 4. Trench I.  Exterior garden path located along the southern side of the 
farmhouse.  From the north. 
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Plate 5. Trench I.  Three in situ pad stones after the removal of floor surfaces [9] and 
[15]. From the north. 
 

 
 
Plate 6. Trench I. Showing position of further three padstones between wall 6 and 
floor 3. From the north. 
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Plate 7.  Trench II. Section across eastern bank showing loose grey/yellow sand and 
rotted fence post in situ. From the north. 
 

 
 
Plate 8.  Trench III. Section showing topsoil and natural golden yellow sands.  From 
the south-west. 
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Plate 9.  Trench IV. Westward continuation of the path exposed in Trench I. From the 
west. 
 

 
 
Plate 10. Trench IV. General view across exposed western side of the cottage 
showing internal features. The padstones for the internal wall run left to right across 
the view. From the west. 
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Plate 11. Trench IV. Detail of the partially exposed fireplace and tiled floor surface. 
From the west. 
 

 
 
Plate 12. Trench IV. Detail of two padstones (context 37) identified below wall 38. 
From the north.
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12. Archive Catalogue 
 
The archive is retained and curated at National Museums Liverpool. 
 
 
12.1 Finds 
 
No finds were retained. 
 
12.2 Photographic Catalogue 
 
Catalogue 

no. Film Trench Description Direction 
from Taken by Date 

1 DIGITAL I Pre-excavation shot of site W Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

2 DIGITAL I Pre-excavation shot of site NW Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

3 DIGITAL I Pre-excavation shot of site S Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

4 DIGITAL I Pre-excavation shot of site SW Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

5 DIGITAL I Pre-excavation shot of site E Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

6 DIGITAL I Working shot - initial clearance of site S Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

7 DIGITAL I Working shot - initial clearance of site W Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

8 DIGITAL I Working shot - initial clearance of site N Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

9 DIGITAL I Working shot - initial clearance of site NE Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 
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Catalogue 
no. Film Trench Description Direction 

from Taken by Date 

10 DIGITAL I Working shot - initial clearance of site NW Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

11 DIGITAL I Working shot - initial clearance of site NE Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

12 DIGITAL I Working shot - initial clearance of site - top of chimney stack just visible NW Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

13 DIGITAL I Detail of exterior render showing timber impressions PLAN Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

14 DIGITAL I Detail of exterior render showing timber impressions  Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

15 DIGITAL I Detail of exterior render showing timber impressions  Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

16 DIGITAL I Working shot - removal of topsoil/demolition debris context [1] S Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

17 DIGITAL I Working shot - removal of topsoil/demolition debris context [1] W Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

18 DIGITAL I Working shot - removal of topsoil/demolition debris context [1] SW Mark 
Adams 

25/04/2013 

19 DIGITAL I Working shot - removal of topsoil/demolition debris context [1] E Mark 
Adams 

26/04/2013 

20 DIGITAL I Working shot - removal of topsoil/demolition debris context [1] N Mark 
Adams 

26/04/2013 

21 DIGITAL I Working shot - removal of topsoil/demolition debris context [1] SW Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

22 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse NE Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

23 DIGITAL I Working shot - showing partially uncovered fireplace E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

24 DIGITAL I Four granite blocks randomly tipped within topsoil context [2], southern exterior side to E Mark 27/04/2013 
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farmhouse Adams 
25 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse SE Mark 

Adams 
27/04/2013 

26 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

27 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

28 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

29 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

30 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

31 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

32 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

33 DIGITAL I Working shot across unexcavated western side of farmhouse to trench I W Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

34 DIGITAL I Working shot across unexcavated western side of farmhouse to trench I W Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

35 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

36 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

37 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

38 DIGITAL I Working shot - cleaning interior features to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 
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39 DIGITAL I Trench I - eastern end of farmhouse after cleaning PLAN Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

40 DIGITAL I Trench I - eastern end of farmhouse after cleaning PLAN Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

41 DIGITAL I Trench I - eastern end of farmhouse after cleaning PLAN Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

42 DIGITAL I Trench I - eastern end of farmhouse after cleaning PLAN Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

43 DIGITAL I Trench I - eastern end of farmhouse after cleaning PLAN Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

44 DIGITAL I Day 3 group shot E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

45 DIGITAL I Day 3 group shot E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

46 DIGITAL I Detail of fireplace/hearth and chimney stack after cleaning contexts [12], [17] and [19] E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

47 DIGITAL I Detail of fireplace/hearth and chimney stack after cleaning contexts [12], [17] and [19] E Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

48 DIGITAL I Detail of northern tiled floor context [5] NW Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

49 DIGITAL I Detail of southern tiled floor context [4] S Mark 
Adams 

27/04/2013 

50 DIGITAL I Trench I - eastern end of farmhouse after cleaning PLAN Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

51 DIGITAL I Trench I - eastern end of farmhouse after cleaning PLAN Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

52 DIGITAL I Trench I - eastern end of farmhouse after cleaning PLAN Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

53 DIGITAL I Trench I - eastern end of farmhouse after cleaning PLAN Mark 28/04/2013 
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Adams 
54 DIGITAL I Trench I - eastern end of farmhouse after cleaning PLAN Mark 

Adams 
28/04/2013 

55 DIGITAL I Trench I - eastern end of farmhouse after cleaning PLAN Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

56 DIGITAL I Detail of fireplace/hearth and chimney stack after cleaning contexts [12], [17] and [19] E Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

57 DIGITAL I Detail of fireplace/hearth and chimney stack after cleaning contexts [12], [17] and [19] NE Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

58 DIGITAL I Detail of northern tiled floor context [5] NW Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

59 DIGITAL I Upper view of chimney stack context [19] W Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

60 DIGITAL I Detail of fireplace/hearth and chimney stack after cleaning contexts [12], [17] and [19], 
infill remains of context [1] shown behind cast iron fireplace 

PLAN Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

61 DIGITAL I Detail of southern tiled floor context [4] S Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

62 DIGITAL I Detail of southern tiled floor context [4] S Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

63 DIGITAL I Detail of concrete floor context [3] E Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

64 DIGITAL I Detail of concrete floor slabs context [9] ?'pantry' floor in NE corner of building E Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

65 DIGITAL I Detail interior shot behind southern wall to farmhouse context [6] N Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

66 DIGITAL I Detail interior shot behind southern wall to farmhouse context [6] NE Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

67 DIGITAL II Notebook  Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 
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68 DIGITAL II Section across eastern bank showing loose grey/yellow sand and rotted fence post in 
situ 

NW Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

69 DIGITAL II Section across eastern bank showing loose grey/yellow sand and rotted fence post in 
situ 

N Mark 
Adams 

28/04/2013 

70 DIGITAL I Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse contexts [22], [23] and 
[24] 

N Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

71 DIGITAL I Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse contexts [22], [23] and 
[24] and interior concrete floor context [3] 

PLAN Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

72 DIGITAL I Detail of concrete floor context [3] PLAN Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

73 DIGITAL I North-eastern corner of farmhouse showing floors [3], [9] and [15] + partition wall [16] E Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

74 DIGITAL I Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse contexts [22], [23] and 
[24] 

N Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

75 DIGITAL I Southern doorway to farmhouse showing garden path [24] and lino [20] over concrete 
slab [21] 

S Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

76 DIGITAL I Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse contexts [22], [23] and 
[24] and interior floors [3], 9] and [15] 

S Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

77 DIGITAL I Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse W Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

78 DIGITAL I Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

79 DIGITAL I Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

80 DIGITAL I Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse NW Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

81 DIGITAL I Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse N Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

82 DIGITAL I Southern doorway to farmhouse showing garden path [24] and lino [20] over concrete N Mark 29/04/2013 
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slab [21] Adams 
83 DIGITAL I Detail interior shot behind southern wall to farmhouse context [6] N Mark 

Adams 
29/04/2013 

84 DIGITAL I Detail interior shot behind southern wall to farmhouse context [6] N Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

85 DIGITAL I Detail interior shot behind southern wall to farmhouse context [6] N Mark 
Adams 

29/04/2013 

86 DIGITAL III Trench section showing topsoil and natural golden yellow sands SW Mark 
Adams 

30/04/2013 

87 DIGITAL I Chimney stack showing tiled surface after the removal of fill [13] S Mark 
Adams 

30/04/2013 

88 DIGITAL I Chimney stack showing tiled surface after the removal of fill [13] PLAN Mark 
Adams 

30/04/2013 

89 DIGITAL I Chimney stack showing tiled surface after the removal of fill [13] PLAN Mark 
Adams 

30/04/2013 

90 DIGITAL I Chimney stack showing tiled surface after the removal of fill [13] PLAN Mark 
Adams 

30/04/2013 

91 DIGITAL I Chimney stack showing tiled surface after the removal of fill [14] PLAN Mark 
Adams 

30/04/2013 

92 DIGITAL I Chimney stack showing tiled surface after the removal of fill [14] PLAN Mark 
Adams 

30/04/2013 

93 DIGITAL I Day 6 (last day) group shot S Will Moody 30/04/2013 
94 DIGITAL I View showing three in situ pad stones after the removal of floor surfaces [9] and [15] N Mark 

Adams 
30/04/2013 

95 DIGITAL I View showing three in situ pad stones after the removal of floor surfaces [9] and [15] E Mark 
Adams 

30/04/2013 

96 DIGITAL I View showing three in situ pad stones after the removal of floor surfaces [9] and [15] E Mark 
Adams 

30/04/2013 

97 DIGITAL I Detail interior shot behind southern wall to farmhouse context [6] after the removal of N Mark 30/04/2013 
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soil infill between wall and concrete floor [3] showing two in situ sandstone pad stones Adams 
98 DIGITAL I Detail interior shot behind southern wall to farmhouse context [6] after the removal of 

soil infill between wall and concrete floor [3] showing two in situ sandstone pad stones 
N Mark 

Adams 
30/04/2013 

99 DIGITAL I Detail interior shot behind southern wall to farmhouse context [6] after the removal of 
soil infill between wall and concrete floor [3] showing two in situ sandstone pad stones 

PLAN Mark 
Adams 

30/04/2013 

100 DIGITAL I View showing three in situ pad stones after the removal of floor surfaces [9] and [15] 
(photo with pointing arrows) 

PLAN Mark 
Adams 

30/04/2013 

101 DIGITAL IV Pre-excavation shot of site - Tr IV - mid-section of farmhouse SE Mark 
Adams 

11/09/2013 

102 DIGITAL IV Pre-excavation shot of site - Tr IV - mid-section of farmhouse NW Mark 
Adams 

11/09/2013 

103 DIGITAL IV Pre-excavation shot of site - Tr IV - mid-section of farmhouse NW Mark 
Adams 

11/09/2013 

104 DIGITAL IV Working shot - initial clearance of Tr IV SW Mark 
Adams 

11/09/2013 

105 DIGITAL IV Working shot - initial clearance of Tr IV S Mark 
Adams 

11/09/2013 

106 DIGITAL IV Spread of rubble within topsoil/demolition layer [28] E Clare 
Ahmad 

12/09/2013 

107 DIGITAL IV Working shot - clearance of Tr IV - topsoil/demolition layers [28] interior and [29] 
exterior 

NE Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

108 DIGITAL IV Working shot - clearance of Tr IV E Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

109 DIGITAL IV Working shot - clearance of Tr IV E Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

110 DIGITAL IV Working shot - clearance of Tr IV E Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

111 DIGITAL IV Working shot - clearance of Tr IV and exterior path to the south SE Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 
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112 DIGITAL IV Working shot - clearance of Tr IV and exterior path to the south SE Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

113 DIGITAL IV Working shot - clearance of Tr IV and exterior path to the south SE Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

114 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] E Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

115 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] E Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

116 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] W Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

117 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] W Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

118 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] S Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

119 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] SW Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

120 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] SW Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

121 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] S Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

122 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] S Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

123 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path after cleaning, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] S Mark 
Adams 

12/09/2013 

124 DIGITAL IV Working shot - clearance of Tr IV - topsoil/demolition layers [28] interior and [29] 
exterior 

SW Mark 
Adams 

13/09/2013 

125 DIGITAL IV Working shot - clearance of Tr IV - topsoil/demolition layers [28] interior and [29] 
exterior 

W Mark 
Adams 

13/09/2013 

126 DIGITAL IV Working shot - cleaning fragment of column base NW Mark 13/09/2013 
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Adams 
127 DIGITAL IV Working shot - cleaning fragment of column base NW Mark 

Adams 
13/09/2013 

128 DIGITAL IV Working shot - cleaning fragment of column base NW Mark 
Adams 

13/09/2013 

129 DIGITAL IV Working shot - cleaning fragment of column base NW Mark 
Adams 

13/09/2013 

130 DIGITAL IV Working shot - cleaning fragment of column base NW Mark 
Adams 

13/09/2013 

131 DIGITAL IV Working shot - exposing remnants of quarry tiled floor [40] and chimney brick stack 
and hearth [41] and [42] 

N Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

132 DIGITAL IV Working shot - exposing remnants of quarry tiled floor [40] and chimney brick stack 
and hearth [41] and [42] 

N Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

133 DIGITAL IV Working shot - exposing remnants of quarry tiled floor [40] and chimney brick stack 
and hearth [41] and [42] 

E Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

134 DIGITAL IV Working shot - cleaning Tr IV for site photography SW Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

135 DIGITAL IV Working shot - cleaning Tr IV for site photography SW Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

136 DIGITAL IV Tr IV after cleaning showing interior features including tiled floor, chimney brick stack 
(western side) and line of padstones for presumed internal wall, plus exterior garden 
path to south 

SW Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

137 DIGITAL IV Tr IV after cleaning showing interior features including tiled floor, chimney brick stack 
(western side) and line of padstones for presumed internal wall, plus exterior garden 
path to south 

SW Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

138 DIGITAL IV Tr IV after cleaning showing interior features including tiled floor, chimney brick stack 
(western side) and line of padstones for presumed internal wall, plus exterior garden 
path to south 

SW Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

139 DIGITAL IV Tr IV after cleaning showing interior features including tiled floor, chimney brick stack 
(western side) and line of padstones for presumed internal wall, plus exterior garden 

W Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 
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path to south 
140 DIGITAL IV Tr IV after cleaning showing interior features including tiled floor, chimney brick stack 

(western side) and line of padstones for presumed internal wall, plus exterior garden 
path to south 

W Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

141 DIGITAL IV Tr IV after cleaning showing interior features including tiled floor, chimney brick stack 
(western side) and line of padstones for presumed internal wall, plus exterior garden 
path to south 

NE Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

142 DIGITAL IV Detail shot showing western side of chimney stack base [42], hearth [41] and tiled 
floor [40] 

W Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

143 DIGITAL IV Line of interior padstones [36] running north - south S Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

144 DIGITAL IV Single padstone [43] at entrance to farmhouse NE Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

145 DIGITAL IV Single padstone [43] at entrance to farmhouse E Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

146 DIGITAL IV Padstones [37] under southern wall [38] N Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

147 DIGITAL IV Padstones [37] under southern wall [38] NE Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

148 DIGITAL IV Remnants of in situ quarry tiles adjacent to northern wall S Mark 
Adams 

14/09/2013 

149 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] W Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

150 DIGITAL IV Overview of site after planning S Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

151 DIGITAL IV Line of padstones for presumed internal wall [36] SW Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

152 DIGITAL IV Remnants of quarry tiled floor [40] and chimney brick stack and hearth [41] and [42] S Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 
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153 DIGITAL IV Plan view of southern example of padstone within N -S line [36] PLAN Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

154 DIGITAL IV Detail shot showing western side of chimney stack base [42], hearth [41] and tiled 
floor [40] 

W Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

155 DIGITAL IV Detail view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] W Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

156 DIGITAL IV Panoramic overview of site SW Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

157 DIGITAL IV Panoramic overview of site SW Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

158 DIGITAL IV Overview of site, planning working shot SW Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

159 DIGITAL IV Overview of site, planning working shot SW Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

160 DIGITAL IV Exterior garden path, southern side of farmhouse, contexts [32] and [33] W Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

161 DIGITAL IV Overview of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] - planning working shot W Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

162 DIGITAL IV Detail view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] - planning working shot SW Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

163 DIGITAL IV Detail plan view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] PLAN Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

164 DIGITAL IV Detail plan view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] PLAN Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

165 DIGITAL IV Detail plan view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] PLAN Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

166 DIGITAL IV Detail plan view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] PLAN Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

167 DIGITAL IV Detail plan view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] PLAN Jeff 23/09/2013 
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Speakman 
168 DIGITAL IV Detail plan view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] PLAN Jeff 

Speakman 
23/09/2013 

169 DIGITAL IV Detail side view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] W Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

170 DIGITAL IV Detail side view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] W Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

171 DIGITAL IV Detail side view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] W Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

172 DIGITAL IV Detail side view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] SW Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

173 DIGITAL IV Detail side view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] NW Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

174 DIGITAL IV Overview of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] NW Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

175 DIGITAL IV Overview of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] SW Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

176 DIGITAL IV Detail plan view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] PLAN Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

177 DIGITAL IV Detail plan view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] PLAN Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

178 DIGITAL IV Detail plan view of fire place and hearth [42] and [41] PLAN Jeff 
Speakman 

23/09/2013 

179 DIGITAL IV Trench IV after backfilling E Jeff 
Speakman 

24/09/2013 
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12.3 Context Listing 
 
Context Site Area Description Recorded by Date 

1 125 I Topsoil/demolition debris over farmhouse Mark Adams 25/04/2013 
2 125 I Topsoil/demolition debris outside of farmhouse Mark Adams 25/04/2013 
3 125 I Concrete floor Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
4 125 I Tile floor south of chimney stack Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
5 125 I Tile floor north of chimney stack Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
6 125 I South wall of farmhouse Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
7 125 I East wall of farmhouse Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
8 125 I North wall of farmhouse Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
9 125 I Concrete flag floor Mark Adams 28/04/2013 

10 125 I Concrete and flag floor Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
11 125 I Timber floor Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
12 125 I Cast iron fireplace Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
13 125 I Rubble in-fill in chimney stack Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
14 125 I Rubble in-fill in chimney stack Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
15 125 I Timber floor Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
16 125 I Timber and plaster partition wall Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
17 125 I Hearth Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
18 125 I Fill behind southern floor Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
19 125 I Brickwork for chimney stack Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
20 125 I Pink lino over entrance path Mark Adams 28/04/2013 
21 125 I Concrete slab under lino Mark Adams 30/04/2013 
22 125 I Tile edging to north side of external garden path Mark Adams 30/04/2013 
23 125 I Tile edging to south side of external garden path Mark Adams 30/04/2013 
24 125 I Brick pavers to garden path Mark Adams 30/04/2013 
25 125 III Topsoil same as [27] Mark Adams 30/04/2013 
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26 125 I Natural sand below concrete slab [9] and timber floors [11] and [15] Clare Ahmad 01/05/2013 
27 125 III Topsoil same as [25] Mark Adams 30/04/2013 
28 125 IV Topsoil/demolition debris over farmhouse interior, same as [1] Mark Adams 12/09/2013 
29 125 IV Topsoil/demolition debris over farmhouse exterior to the south, 

same as [2] 
Mark Adams 12/09/2013 

30 125 IV Spread of rubble within [28] Mark Adams 12/09/2013 
31 125 IV Topsoil north of farmhouse Mark Adams 12/09/2013 
32 125 IV Exterior path running east - west alongside southern side of 

farmhouse 
Mark Adams 13/09/2013 

33 125 IV Path running off [32] north - south to well Mark Adams 13/09/2013 
34 125 IV Subsoil north of [32] Mark Adams 13/09/2013 
35 125 IV Sand and mortar deposit inside farmhouse Mark Adams 13/09/2013 
36 125 IV Padstones north - south Mark Adams 13/09/2013 
37 125 IV Padstones under wall [38] Mark Adams 13/09/2013 
38 125 IV South wall of farmhouse Mark Adams 13/09/2013 
39 125 IV North wall of farmhouse Mark Adams 13/09/2013 
40 125 IV Remnants of tiled floor adjacent to fireplace Mark Adams 13/09/2013 
41 125 IV Hearth Mark Adams 13/09/2013 
42 125 IV Brickstack to western side of fireplace Mark Adams 13/09/2013 
43 125 IV Padstone at entrance to farmhouse Mark Adams 13/09/2013 
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12.4 Plan Register 
 

Plan 
no. Scale Trench Description Drawn by Date 

1 1:20 I Plan of trench I showing far eastern end of building Alison Burns/Elaine 
Langley 

28/04/2013 

2 1:20 I Detail plan of chimney stack foundation Susan Munro 29/04/2013 
3 1:20 I Plan of external brick garden path, immediately south of building [22], [23], [24] Lynda Stubbs 30/04/2013 
4 1:20 I Post-ex plan showing post-pads within natural sand [26] after the removal of floor 

surfaces [9], [11] and [15] 
Mark Adams 01/05/2013 

5 1:20 IV Plan of external garden path, south of farmhouse Rachel Backshall/Richard 
Hayden 

13/09/2013 

6 1:20 IV Northern half of trench IV Gerard Gallagher/Stewart 
Eccles/Jeff Speakman 

23/09/2013 

7 1:20 IV Southern half of trench IV Rachel Backshall/Richard 
Hayden/Clare Ahmad 

23/09/2013 

 


